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	Title_of_proposal: A WEB based Math League
	Contact_name: Bruce Shawyer
	Contact_E_mail_: bshawyer@math.mun.ca
	Contact_telephone: 709 737 8787
	Contact_fax_: 709 737 3010
	Department_name: Dept Math & Stat, MUN
	Department_address: St. John's
	FillText25: Newfoundland
	FillText26: A1C 5S7
	Department_contact: Dr H. Gaskill, Head of Dept
	Department_E_mail: head@math.mun.ca
	Department_telephone: 709 737 8783
	Department_fax: 709 737 3010
	Total_amount_: 4000
	Summary_: The create a WEB based version of the current, succesful and long-standing Newfoundland and 
Labrador Senior Math League.
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	Proposal_description: The Newfoundland and Labrador Senior Mathematics League is a volunteer organization, 
run by the three applicants in cooperation with the Mathematics teachers (in the 
province of Newfoundland and Labrador.In four of the ten school districts in the province, teams of four from district schools 
meet four times per year for a friendly mathematical contest. The students work 
cooperatively on the problems, and we have achieved gender equity in the participants 
without really trying! Two ``games'' are held in the Fall and two in the Winter, followed 
by a provincial championship game in the Spring.Since Newfoundland and Labrador has a large area and a small population, there ar many 
schools that are not able to participate in the present format. We would like to develop a 
WEB based version of each ``game'', and so make it available to a much wider audience. 
In a trial version, this would be available only in Newfoundland and Labrador, but after 
the initial phase, we would make it available to any school that wished to participate.In order to develop this, we would need to employ a programmer, competent in HTML 
and JAVA. The programmer would develop script to allow the players a set time to 
submit an answer after seeing the problem (as in the case of live players).  After 
submitting an answer, the players would be told if their answer was correct or incorrect, 
and would then be shown a solution of the problem. This procedure would then be 
repeated until the game was complete. 
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	Other_: There is much cooperation with the mathematics teachers in Newfoundland and 
Labrador.All three applicants have been involved in this activity for several years. They have 
published two books of the problems used, one by the Waterloo Mathematics 
Foundation, and the other (in press) in the CMS ATOM series.Bruce Shawyer is a CMS Adrian Pouliot Award winner.Peter Booth received the Dean of Science Medal for all round performance.
	Start_date: 1 January 2000
	Finish_date: 
	Evaluation: The increased number of participants, and their comments.
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